For a young campus like UC San Diego, our record of innovation and achievement is truly extraordinary. We are recognized as one of the top public research universities in the country and one of the top 20 universities in the world. We develop innovative approaches to solve complex problems. We conduct research that transforms lives. And we are grateful for your supportive partnership in our success.

It is because of gifts from loyal and generous donors, like Chancellor’s Associates, that we can accomplish so much. You help fund our most important priorities — scholarships for exceptional students, support for award-winning faculty, seed money for groundbreaking research and so much more.

As a Chancellor’s Associate, you have helped UC San Diego become what it is today. Together, we are shaping our future. Thank you for your support.

With kind regards,

Pradeep K. Khosla
Chancellor, University of California, San Diego
“MY PARENTS CRIED WHEN I TOLD THEM THAT I HAD RECEIVED THE CHANCELLOR’S ASSOCIATES SCHOLARSHIP. IF I DID NOT RECEIVE THIS SCHOLARSHIP, I WOULD BE STRUGGLING TO AFFORD AN EDUCATION.”

AMARA TANG ’16
Chancellor Khosla launched the Chancellor’s Associates Scholars program in 2013 to underscore UC San Diego’s commitment to our local community, and to the promotion of diversity, equity and inclusion. He was able to create the program — which includes mentoring, tutoring, leadership training, career advising and additional support resources — because of your philanthropic support.

Since 2013, your Chancellor’s Associates donations have changed the lives of more than 113 incoming scholars.

Scholars like Jesenia Carreon ’17. Her parents reside outside of the country and she lives with her sister. The Chancellor’s Associates Scholarship opened a door to a UC San Diego degree that she did not think possible.

“I want to go to law school and become an immigration attorney,” says Jesenia, a sociology major. “I would like to help families who are in similar situations.”
Chancellor’s Associates Scholars participating in last year’s transfer summer transition program.

YOU TOUCH A LIFE CAMPAIGN

The Chancellor’s Associates Scholars program has played a very visible part in the campus’s broader “You Touch a Life” scholarship campaign, which raises awareness of the benefits of providing access to UC San Diego by illustrating the impact that our graduates go on to have in our region.

RESEARCH FOCUSED

One of the program’s major priorities is supporting research. The impact of your generosity extends to the people who make life-changing discoveries, like our faculty.

A Chancellor’s Associates Chair helped recruit the new Dean of Arts and Humanities, Christina Della Coletta, while our newest Chancellor’s Associates Chair helped retain Katja Lindenberg, a Distinguished Professor of Chemistry.

Your support also extends to recipients of the Chancellor’s Associates Faculty Excellence Awards. “As a UCSD student in the 1970s, it was my dream to come back as a professor,” says Martin Yanofsky ‘71, a 2015 awardee. “To be recognized for my research, among all the amazing faculty here, is truly an honor. I’m living my dream.”
CA SCHOLARS
FROM LINCOLN, GOMPERS, PREUSS SCHOOL UCSD

Fall 2013
45 SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
29 SCHOLARSHIPS ACCEPTED

Fall 2014
54 SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
42 SCHOLARSHIPS ACCEPTED

Winter 2014
13 SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
8 SCHOLARSHIPS ACCEPTED

CA SCHOLARS
FROM LINCOLN, GOMPERS, PREUSS SCHOOL UCSD
CA SCHOLARS FROM SAN DIEGO CITY, SOUTHWESTERN & IMPERIAL VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGES

FALL 2014 PROGRAM EXPANSIONS

CA SCHOLARS FROM SAN DIEGO & IMPERIAL COUNTY FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED TRIBES

4 SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
2 SCHOLARSHIPS ACCEPTED

CA SCHOLARS FROM REALITY CHANGERS

3 SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
2 SCHOLARSHIPS ACCEPTED

40 SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
30 SCHOLARSHIPS ACCEPTED
In 2013-2014, your combined unrestricted gifts to Chancellor’s Associates amounted to $822,640.

Looking at your broader generosity across science, the arts, healthcare, scholarships and every corner of campus, your combined giving this year topped $21 million. That is impressive!

What’s not as easily quantified is your influence on the university’s ability to fulfill its important education/research/service mission. When you invite friends to campus, interact with faculty and students, and serve as ambassadors out in the world, you make change possible. That is powerful!
FY COMPARISON
BY VICE CHANCELLOR AREA

SUPPORT

$21 MILLION

$14,036,902 | Health Sciences

$5,529,543 | Academic Affairs

$815,649 | Student Affairs

$822,640 | Chancellor’s Associates

$415,718 | Marine Sciences

$26,762 | Chancellor’s Office

$59,424 | Advancement

$200 | Business Affairs
Chancellor’s Associates attracts people who are passionate about education, and who value the service mission of a public university. In turn, our members serve the university by helping to grow our support network. Our In Good Company campaign is one example: Stanley and Nori Faer have introduced several friends, including Alvin and Marsha Korobkin, to Chancellor’s Associates.

“We are lifelong learners and are very interested in UC San Diego, especially from an academic standpoint,” say the Korobkins.

Many Chancellor’s Associates also give their time. “I am part of Chancellor’s Associates, and I volunteer because I am proud to be a Triton,” says Michael Lai ’12. “One of the ways that I give back is by connecting UC San Diego with my employer. Building strong partnerships is essential to successful recruitment, and fosters great career opportunities for fellow Tritons.”

Chancellor’s Associates care about the future. That is why they support a university renowned for research, education and positive impact on our community and our planet.

“I love what I do — my teaching, my students, my research; I love where I am — UC San Diego, in America’s Finest City,” says Charles Tu, Distinguished Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. “I give to Chancellor’s Associates to be a part of what the chancellor is doing: carrying out his vision for a great university.”
“IT’S IMPORTANT TO GIVE BACK TO THE COMMUNITY AND WE STRONGLY FEEL THAT EDUCATION IS THE FUTURE OF OUR COUNTRY. THE CHANCELLOR’S ASSOCIATES SCHOLARS PROGRAM HELPS ENSURE THAT UC SAN DIEGO IS ABLE TO BRING INTO ITS FOLD A NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO OTHERWISE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO ATTEND.”

STANLEY & NORI FAER